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About This Game

Zombie Killtime is a fast-paced, action-packed, zombie platform shooter with 4 player coop gameplay. Survive against endless
waves of zombies with your friends as you upgrade your guns and earn new ones.

Features

 Very fast-paced gameplay

 Four player co-op, locally or online

 Over 20 different weapons, each with a unique style

 More explosions than a phone in a microwave
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 Zombies with special abilities, like being able to shoot you with actual guns instead of just standing there

 Completely customizable characters; Become Santa Claus or an alien from space, it's your choice

 Full blown level-editor to customize your own Zombie Killtime experience and play it online with friends!
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Title: Zombie Killtime
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nicholas Mallory
Publisher:
Nicholas Mallory
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You'd be suprised how fun this game is.. Typical add-on pack. Expands your arsenal, nothing wrong with that. Some will use
some will not. Great game though. Better than the 2nd game. Its clear what you're getting, Over priced DLC of course, like
most, but frequently on sale. Worth it then.. Zup!
100 % Achivements
0% Skill
0% Gameplay
0.01% Puzzles

. This is not fun.

The controls suck because of lack of shadows mean it's just hit and miss.
I find it hard to believe any one would really want to play this.
I strongly suspect that there are lots of fake reviews here.. I like it. Kinda like playing a text adventure with limited still image
graphics on a C64. I would say that this is for once a game where I actually want to find all possible endings, and find the truth
of what's going on.. Oh boy, what can I say.

I should start with stating that I extensively played ELOA and followed the release before it came to America. I had really high
hopes for the original American release rightfully so, the game had high potential.

Pros at the time
  Fluid Combat
  Creative Art style
  Relatively balanced pvp
  Good group content

Cons at the time
  Massive Payment wall for enchanting
  Unfair advantage in PvP from equipment
  No meaningful way to progress solo
  Raids were more dependant on Equipment to reach a DPS
  (Had to compromise when selecting members who paid for gear)
  Slow PAINFUL Boring grind to reach any content that is fun
  Max level increasing and all end-game content being locked to it
  (To continue to PvP you had to re-level again from 25\/30\/35\/40 etc.)

To be fair that was all in the original release and I don't know what's all changed since.
All I can say is the grind was substantially worse than I remember it being aside from:
Cash shop seemed uninspired, lots of copy\/paste no real improvements to changes.
Skills were totally messed up from the original game balance breaking certain things.

I can't say I tried any of the end-game content because by the time I realized they re-released this game the population was
already dead and the game wouldn't allow me to progress past level 30 in the story line because Mud Swamp was completely
glitched.

If you think you can make it through the mind-numbing grind to max level you will find a game that might be worth the PvP
experience, but honestly I don't think the game is going to last long enough to give you a good enough try to get your moneys
worth. Great potential, poor delivery in both instances.
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I don't get to see how the in game looked like, so I made some clips to help you guys decide whether or not to get this.

======BATTLE======
https:\/\/youtu.be\/2MS5UV8ia1A

speed x2, slow down to x0.5 if you want it in real time (I doubt you'll want it in real time, and I just started playing when I
record this so it's kinda awkward, and dumb.)
==================

======DECK BUILDING======
https:\/\/youtu.be\/MAx6SbanIRA

Building deck is hideous in my opinion, the click response is not so responsive, you cant drag multiple cards into deck.
Video show how uncomfortable I am dragging the cards.
================

======DUNGEON======
What's more exciting than story mode? THE DUNGEON! HELL YEAAAAAAAAH! SO MANY EXCITEMENT! MUCH
FUN!!!
11:45 mins of raw dungeon exploring video!

https:\/\/youtu.be\/cG7Uqh6bigM
================

-30fps locked
-fixed resolution, full screen is just stretched image
-building your deck is hideous
-NO KEYBOARD (hotkey or anything, not even for opening menu, purely mouse)
-the UI, HUD and everything that is not the card's artworks look so cheap -> look at this  look at this unsealed card pack's frame

-But all that doesn't matter, coz you get  realistic bewbies animation, I'd wage they invested 99% of funds into the bewbies
animation!
-Game is solid 5\/7
-You can switch to Infinita mode (you still need any reason not to buy this???). Probably my favourite puzzle game.

To me, everything about it is perfect -- the graphics, the sounds, the music, the UI, the feel, the difficulty, the variety.

Comes with a set of easy puzzles that you can finish in one sitting (or let your kid play them), and a set of harder ones that will
last you a while, plus the optional added challenges of finding all the moon pearls and illuminating (covering) all the symbols..
plays pretty cool with a controller but has pretty long loading times.

also freaks me out somtimes because one of the noises the alien makes sounds like it is saying my name. Very enjoyable. Works
well on my machine and my machine can barely run FSX. I wish the set up was easier but just take your time and keep fiddling
until controls are just right and you love it!
. Wow, few games that you go back to from your childhood and expect a low-quality product covered with nostalgia. Not
Insaniquarum, this game stands the test of times. Our children's children will be fighting aliens alongside rufus the crab. 16
years after the release and this game feels brand new. The graphics hold up, the gameplay holds up. Thank you Popcap and keep
doing what your doing.. So i say this game is good for RTS fans who want that old school feel with new age gameplay and looks.

BUT, it problems show right from the start with the mothership and main menu.

It lacks a real tutorial on how to play but has a read me help buttion during gameplay. While good it's isn't great as a step by step
training mission.
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Now the mother ship as you can tell will be your main base and building ship (and only build ship from what i can see). while it
says xamount of HP it doesn't take that long to kill it. The UI for building structures close buttion doesn't really work good since
it will clip with other things on the mothership's UI.

the amount of resoures you have on the mothership shouldn't be shown on the mother ship it self but as a little counter on the
screen because it clips through other structures.

Have it so we can just right click to move units instead of clicking the move button or pressing the space key or have a select all
units buttion some where so its easier to warp units.

I like how they will auto target and patroll the area without being told to but it sucks when the AI attack one of your systems and
you have to one by one tell ships to get into the portal and go defend the system.

So overall this game is good for people who like old school command and conquer like games.. Couldn't pick up items in VR,
my friend had to solve most of the puzzles due to this bug. Looks good, hyping it up! =D. Reverse tower defense? What? That's
exactly it! In Fat Chicken, instead of warding off a throng of enemies, you want to fatten up livestock and welcome them into
your slaughterhouse as bloated and fat as possible! The concept may sound disturbing, but it's so silly and exaggerated that you
can't help but chuckle. As a matter of fact it was the sheer level of ridiculous that drew me in! The graphics are pleasant and
hilarious (gotta say, my first exploding cow absolutely floored me!) There's a wide variety of challenging and different levels,
and you can choose your upgrades as you earn enough stars to buy them. I love being able to re-spec my tower upgrades
depending on the level. I love that the 3-star challenge changes from level to level, adding a challenging element and making you
think! I've gotten hours and hours of fun out of this game! Good work guys!
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